THE ARCH PRINCE AND THE MIDDLE CLASSES ©
There are no friend bashing issues in this matter. It just seems that when I write books,
somebody will be able to successfully distract me from my earnings and leadership with
violent insults, and then get off to places where they get society to give it to them, after which
they taunt me each time they enjoy the earnings from it at my expense, whether or not they
have actually made such things happen as distracting me from my leadership and then
grabbing it like we are in some kind of rate race dog eat dog world. They must always get
involved and become writers to get rich. For which I wonder how does anybody write books to
get rich anyway? If people wrote books to get rich, isn’t it fair to mention that every person
should only write one book in their lifetime and every body should not be a writer?

When I say this their next reaction then becomes knowing that I am more concerned about the
safety and well being of my people, to start their games about how the irony they play with me
to be rich and to have a big House and feel glorious is the one where they too tell me they
don’t like home because they like money, while I have told them I don’t like money because I
like home. For which I wonder who the hell is playing with them anyway, besides which they
know they are supposed to be responsible for looking after everybody’s confidence issues and
embarrassments they suffer in this country, hence they have won nothing earning from my
income first before I do, just simply taken it to the next level.

I thought making sure I was assessing how difficult it is for them to impress their friends these
days, after which I return back and become lower class because they say so, which is what
their dirty mouth says all the time, was enough to deter them but it is not because I still now
have to take steps to make sure I am defending myself from having my finances ruined all the
time like a habit, which only purpose is so I might fall into bad company and look needy all
the time to attract such things, which is the same I must do to them and their children, who
obviously think I am such a person whose life is full of so much good that no matter what evil
they commit they would actually harm no body but the issue is that I am selfish and do not
want people to spend it.

They think they have twisted my life into corners where they spend my none gang, none evil,
upper class, new Prince money on themselves, splitting their time between doing that and
ruining my life because they are the worlds worst envy freaks, where they will earn my money
on one hand and have my home on the other after that and when I ignore them because it

makes no sense to write books to get rich, they get up to other all sorts and talk nonsense all
the time over any earnings and money I have, which will end very badly before it stops.

They have obviously taken a decade of my time ruining my finances to push me into places
where I always negotiate with gangs all the time just because I sell securities which get people
out of it and my books are things they locate as something that a Christian writes which can
help them manage their madness and evil and wickedness but have decided they will read it
without buying a copy because they have a problem with the idea that I might make earnings
through it. Not any more, they are not having home and I am not giving back that stupid left
and the only way they are moving into the right is if I build a big church that they can get into
and pervade. After all it is true that the love of money is the root of all evil.

They are so completely in love with that insolent idea of theirs where if I gave the middle class
what they wanted my life would be so much better off by now, while far right groups rewrite
history.

I for my part think that the idea of people in the British MOD who do not see things the way I
do is not a matter of concern for me in anyway whatsoever; they just have ideological
differences that are not important to the things their Chief of staff i.e. myself wants then to do.
My advice is that if they are not so terribly insolent maybe they will get a clearer perspective
on life, such as the fact somebody else’s job has nothing to do with their ideologies and then
they will not have to fight for their lives all the time:-otherwise I am supposed to settle in on
the fact it is an insolence which if I allow to get out of hand will never stop.

I personally do not think it is a big problem; some people just have an aptitude for corruption
like a habit, so when I have taken away from them the society where the fathers sit down and
decide who gets to get an education and becomes a Politician because they have been getting
up to all sorts recently, people ought not to build up corruptions with my books rather than buy
them if they want to read them, so they can have a more rounded feel of the country and do it
at a global scale as it were.
Clearly if they do not like it, then they should not dish out the corruptions, it was my personal
problem anyway and none of their business in the first place.

Their MPs talk a lot these days about reform and how reform should be done, which never
makes sense no matter how long and hard people listen to it. Since reform was supposed to be
the alternative to revolution and which was handed to them to do, thereby creating the biggest
victory of them all because they are the ones that love to drag people out of their homes and
lives and move into it, until such people do revolution, so they can go around finding whose
jobs they want to grab recently because the world revolves around them.
If people have come to the deduction I am an equity trader not somebody that goes around
giving confidence to people to get them to shop and then expect to get paid for it, then we
might be making progress, otherwise I have no idea what they expect and I will soon begin to

unpick and take apart peoples businesses to extract their securities which I can peddle to get
attention for my books in order to sell them as well, especially with the advertisement industry
that I intend to undercut at the High streets altogether at some point, so they can fight me to
their satisfaction for no good reason but the fact they are evil.

As for the politicians satisfaction has not yet been gained from pinning them down somewhere
and using them like a cork until anything they have messed up here, to get me to fight things
they know nothing about or how to do anything about does not seem to have happened yet. So
the damages will just have to continue and intensify.

Speaking of which no body is responsible for the state of my health, I mean anybody who
spends so much time on things people do around him which he should ignore that he does not
want to ignore because he feels it is just too much from them, will always have a little issue
with his health. Just that when they claim the glory for it, I really want to make sure they are
responsible for it actually.
Always one story after another about an idiot controlling my finances because he wants to be
my friend, or wants to make me do things for him because his earnings got to his head, here
and there and as I remember it none of it is circumstantial it has been planned all my life, one
way or another: anything they want in their lives that they want to be my friends in order to
have and each time I tell any to get lost, they get on the media and turn it into something else
but what really makes it what it is today, is that an idiot will get off and give them money as
well making out that my business of selling securities not only is stealing from the country but
also that the country belongs to him because he has big business, which I don’t but is also a
classified process of going about making businesses feel good in order to get money in return
which is really stupid and something I will never get paid for, even though I think it is the
greatest thing anybody had ever done, then start off a financial problem for me and make a
duty extracting and spending quickly my securities and so that people might believe him, make
sure I don’t recover by spending the market for my books as well.
Of course they claim my actions will encourage the far right to get up to all sorts; and there is
only one United Kingdom in this world and I am one of its Princes, when I sell my securities
and equities, what does it mean, that I am stealing from their country? Each time I reduce their
fat insolent pay packets made at my expense, they love to tell me they have got so much more
left and this is why it will all end very badly because their idiots goad me as well over this
matter because they have been attacking my finances to set me up for them.
All they have here is evil feeders as men and stupid women who always steal other men’s
careers and go off to developing Nations to urge them to take their chance and do what is
happening in other countries as well and should never take the message that they cannot, then
return here and try to sit back and get rich. No body is responsible for the state of my health.

The idea I am going to be the one that brings about the downfall of the Monarchy due to
people who want revenge for slavery and slave trade is absolute rubbish. Silly heretic men who
move into the right and assume positions of disposability at people were never a problem for
me, so I am clearly going to have to put up with such idiots, as they will be one; what have
they got?

The reason I hurt them is very different from what they think makes the reasons I hurt them
and the reasons I do for the blacks is that I can wake up one day and find that somebody has
destroyed absolutely everything important in my life and as he did, found out a few facts with
which he improved himself, hence he actually looks as though he is a better person than I am
now and when I have found out the reason for it, it turns out the reason was that he was trying
to push me into the fame industry so that he can compete with me over who is the most
handsome, so before I kill him and racists celebrate it, just have to do something about it.
The whites on the other hand are much the same. They can dream of competition they want to
have with me in a condition where they will win if they manipulate my problems and all of a
sudden, everything is being attacked that I do, in order to bend my life and career into those
conditions, so they can have those competitions, while the media ones just think they can send
people on errands. These are the reasons I hurt them not because I am going to be the reason
for the downfall of the Monarchy any time soon. Not to mention those insults which prove
they are doing these things to hold me down until I have sex with women whom they claim
have what has now turned out to be my own finances because they have done it for such a long
time, which I need and the more stubborn I get over it the more I will get bullied.

Like old school discrimination and the play ground discrimination that no body really is
interested in around here, as though they were the only ones that went to school and appeared
on school playgrounds. The quality of my education is always a matter for them and I don’t
think it matters, not because it does not but because it is not relevant. My job involves helping
Her Majesty with matters of the holdings of the territory of the UK and the Common Wealth,
so whatever the quality of my education and the friends I had at the play ground is completely
irrelevant, besides which my office is split between service to church and service to state and
such things will only distract me; so there is no need to be an educated idiot that causes no
body an offence by his appearance but does all the time by his attitude. I cannot make out what
my global intellectual space has to do with them or indeed why each time I work for the
money it goes else where in my own empire.
I am not of the opinion people don’t want what I have or that I am not terribly lucky, its just
that if they wanted it when the battle existed at high places and they knew they will loose their
lives or take somebody’s life and end up in prison, that would have made sense. To seek it now
that has become a straight, laid out, clear cut out job does not make sense, except the fact that
the purpose of their salaries is to make my life uncomfortable and they seek privileges of the
injustice of sodomy which is why insolent American Politicians are targets on this matter as
well. I will soon begin to find out how to stop that from continuing.

About 12 years ago; if I thought about putting an end to a process where somebody earns
money which he then uses as an attack on me because he was born into the world first and
wants to maintain his power of his money over me by making sure I do not earn from my own
job, there would be serious problems in the Human Rights courts but today, they have been
making sure that until a product contains the item of humiliating a Prince they will never buy it
and have been humiliating a Prince to get rich, so it does not matter anymore nor does it what

the far right get up to; hence I take my time and give out warnings etc-it should not be up to
me but there we are, the usual stuff.

All we get from them is lots of media yapping and the reason it bothers me all the time is
because if village idiots like to toss peddles at my office window and I get them to stop and an
idiot is talking nonsense on television or at the House of Commons it encourages them and has
an effect on me; so it was supposed to be a job and now it is a process of going about ruling
people and I will hurt them enough to make it stop-all I need to do for security is set out
structures to ensure that no matter how big their defenders, they will be going down anyway.

It is a clear procedure; if village idiots cannot stop tossing pebbles at my office window and
whenever I stop them, somebody encourages them with media and Government Office as if
that was what it was meant for claiming he or she envies me and wants to have sex with me,
then I must deduce they want to set me up and get some big defender of theirs to beat me up:
so the set up is a question of how to hit them hard enough while making sure their silly
defenders cannot do anything about it. Alright I fuck their wives as one of the worlds most
eligible bachelors whose finances is a plaything for idiots, so he can settle for less than he is
worth all the time compulsively and attract the wrong women into his life all the time and then
get involved with bad company like a habit, then have his income and market spent on stupid
girls that men can fuck, while he is made to look needed through their insults, while idiots
have companies they give to them to use as a front for it in the name of advertisement because
they can get on media and talk rubbish for them as well.

There is no friend bashing issue here; I know there is co-ordination between my work and
Buckingham Palace, Westminster and Downing St. The issue is a matter of trust because of a
burr between my private income and government work and of course the Labour party
successfully pushing me out of my studies, while trying to claim my earning for themselves, in
order to make sure shrines of power are working across the country for their society fools, at
my market place. So financially I am on the bottom line, with fascist groups rewriting history
everywhere and there is not time for trust issues; once they come along, I am quite happy to
throw it all away and take my chances.

Same with the Prince Andrew Issue-which I mention here because of the last time the idiots he
brought in to invest in the UK have been asking me what I can do about them for causing me
trouble: all we have here is Him+ Evil women and Men that are actually rich thieves + the girls
that come along with them, who whack financiers in the City over the head all the time to play
rich get richer and poor get poorer which does not go down well here, the men they have with
them; one of whom are their fathers that attack people who deal in equities to gut their
business and get rich doing hard sell at vulnerable people, while the other ones are the ones
they sleep with, between whom and what they like no body has got the guts to come+ the
media goons who rendezvous with them and attack financiers all over the city seeking a piece
of the pie. The absolute mess of everything he has made: my chest hurts, my back hurts, every
bone in my body hurts, while they have been bringing people to invest in the UK. The last time
I checked, their problem with me was the stupid threats they make and nonsense they talk

about all the time and those fashion idiots they dispatch on my income which resulted in
making sure they never ever come back into fashion ever again-something they are still paying
for until they give me back my equities on the occasion which was: a condition where
diplomats told me if I am not giving my equities to them when they sit down to discuss world
affairs, then there is some corruption going on there and female diplomats paid hundreds and
thousands to buy cloths created with my equities, which were instant classics and not the sort
of thing you use everyday but since they were last up in arms, especially from south Africa and
far east, getting as insolent as they want to, taking apart all those statements and attacking all
my allies in the Fashion industry, they have been complaining about violent people in the
fashion industry and some of them telling the world they like Hitler:- some anyway, not all-I
am hoping for and banking on all of them doing so.

The way I would deal with what they do with Politics is to boy cut every debate with the
Labour Party until talking about society and culture instead of government and issues that can
be debated into real policy making and real policy change stops. But since it is bigger than me,
then when they talk culture and society, far right groups rewrite history, I, we, grab more
interest; when we have all of it, it will get just a little bit better. Social and sexual corruption
they claim is good as long as I manage it and it always happens on other peoples income and if
it is bad, those who hurt people with it will be punished but not before they are rich by it; who
is playing these games with them anyway?

If I am asked about him and his games and his Manchester United football club and all that
stuff, I will launch another attack; I have had enough of him and his stupid girls unleashed on
my income all the time; who completely decimate my diplomatic work, think they can
manipulate the Queen as well, mess up my finances, make my life difficult so I can look needy
and then tell me I never do things on time enough to win fights each time I fight them, even
though I fight well, which will carry on until it ends my way. It has gone beyond things done
between big royal boys and small royal boys to things they do because they have power and I
have had enough of them as well.
Next the Labour idiots that want somebody to fix their mess while they seek another privilege
and another problem to create, will make out I am wrong because they think they have a better
of alternative in the form of claims that England is always being cheated out of things the other
three countries are getting.

For which I am of the opinion it is the way things are supposed to be; cheating England
otherwise there is no way they are going to keep clean. So today its films they have a problem
with me for, the next is the financial industry and so on, which is just the way I want it. I am
just completely full of it all now as it were. It is the way they wanted it.

I am not scared of any stupid evil women; they have the right to be as angry as they are today
because the world no longer operates on what they want, with men serving them all over the
place using money and violence and I will not let them have homes. I mean where will they get
it anyway? I for my part just size the moment as an excuse to act. This will continue until they
have become the mafia they threaten to be all the time; which will exist from the prognosis of

me being needy and the notion it is the powers of their secrete society that they use to attack
those who have what they want and do not give it to them that has made that happen, nor will I
give back that stupid left, so they can imagine a new one and look like they can give it up
when I ask them.
Just because I look at people and violence does not cross my mind, nor the stupid idea of
beating up men who have grown up and will never change even if I do, it does mean to them I
am vulnerable and will be moved left, so they can have house and be treacherous or else I wait
for them to take my time, while spending theirs on jobs and earnings to get gangs that will beat
me up.

I have told them to stay away from my books and market place and it will end horribly before
it stops as well. The whole thing has moved to the sex industry as well where they know they
have no loyalties but will make friends to attack me spending my own work as it were; years
ago MPs will resign for getting involved with the sex industry today they have a good excusethey can see their minds will be messed up even further if they read my books in anger; they
are not normal enough to read them but will neither leave them alone or leave alone those who
want to buy them. I have nothing in common with them in anyway; I have done all I can do on
the matter.

This talk of racists controlling the civil service and all the best jobs and people like me being
unable to get jobs or benefits over time is a load of rubbish; what chances do they have of
make that happen when if they step out of their homes I will mess it up too using the
experience of what they have done to me, which I learnt from them and never grew up with,
hence vanity that has no place in my life and is just waiting to be returned to whence it came?
What does it do for the violence which is what it is really all about? Maybe they will stay alive
by the time they have educated the gangs anyway.
I just want them to leave me alone, as very few things around here work these days as a factor
of what people feel as far as I am concerned, since last somebody living their lives can affect
them in ways he has tried to avoid, no matter how hard he has tried to.

They intend to twist society into conditions where they can make racist laws, I understand. I
for have settled it in the best way possible i.e. make sure they cannot become business men or
employers and have to be customers with jobs, so that people can serve them like the Kings
and Queens they want to be, because when I want to work for £6 a day, somebody will
exasperate me and twist me and push me until I work for 10, then tell me 2 pounds of those is
his own, which will never be given him in hell, these days it seems the treasury is their
personal and private property all together and they will gobble it up so that I can get a job and
pay taxes, just like they will the civil service, so I can walk into a job centre and get a job and
the media; these things I intend to stuff them full of it with so I can move on. I am in fact
guessing two outcomes from it one is that they will either be satisfied when they do or they
will want the world, hence pay no more attention to me when I don’t know them.

In the end it is just those unfathomable wickedness where you have to wonder what kind of
persons people have to be, to spend their manly strengths holding down men at for stupid girls

to abuse and be a drag with for pleasure and what it means; they say it means they have got
power and that this power is the power to make legislations to favour racism, I say they need to
stay out of my personal life then and stop complaining if so.

All of what I have said are entirely Political however, the real issues are found when they
sustainably bully me over a period of years and then arrive at a point where they are then able
to wedge themselves between me and my God and then destroy it so I can never recover, then
keep it up with publicity, which really sets out that sense that what actually provokes them so
much about me is that I serve God. The MPs just wanted to determine the outcome of the fight
between God and the devil, which I wonder what it had to do with the treasury anyway. I don’t
have a problem with this people and I am not painting an apocalyptic picture here, they just
love to hunt people around and corner them off at their lives and split themselves into groups
where half sympathise and spend all he comes up with to recover and the other half cause him
trouble and threaten violence all the time; I have been unable to earn from what I was given by
the Queen or what I have and have given ten years of my life and time to them on this matter
and will do no more than that. So it is all very well set out; inside football world and their
tabloid friends and those who do deals in it, Media, Advertisement Industry and other
businesses that support them, they only wish to succeed by seeing me fail, it has become to
them the way to wake in the day and set out fighting for money to feed their family and those
friends that attack my income are my prime target. Of course they claim I say I have given
them a decade of my time but have done no such thing; this is true, I gave the decade of my
time as a function of doing things to me that are democratically inconvenient, while seeking
democracy and also telling me to bend over backwards to fight for their civil rights in order to
please them, so my health can be attacked and my temperaments determined. So I am really
unhappy and they are going to pay for the decade of my time bit anyway. It is better than being
homosexual I am sure they can see that. I feel they have not bee reading me very well. They
have nothing to do with me, I mean how hard is it for them to impress their friends these days?

I am not being used by people; I have told them to stay away from me and stay away from my
books not tell me I am being used. They were supposed to spend the years of my life trapping
me somewhere so they can make me do stuff which an age mate of theirs got from me that
they also deserve because they earn that sort of money too, while they spend their own time on
jobs and earnings. It is the lesson they learnt telling me to fight racism without a job because
they fought for my civil rights before I was born, which means they are trying to murder me
and stay out of prison for it using racists, which I can never say anything about because I once
claimed they are not dangerous-so we understand each other perfectly.
I have no idea where it began in terms of how long they have been stalking me, I only know
that at some point I had all these beauties for which the money was not there; hence with all
that beauty, if I died for the glory and freedom of black people they will have the kind of
superiority to match the white man, which they have never had and I know they will be getting
this out of me in some other way if they failed to murder me, so I decided their lives was
something they have come to hate, after all those years of dying for civil rights etc, so I took
that away and made out racism was not dangerous, hence we understand each other perfectly.
All that is left now is their insolent wives and the way to cope with that is their respect for my
income, then the world can be as evil as it wants.

Otherwise it will remain as it is; same old story about some people who cannot get through
their lives without telling people what to do and are pragmatic, punishing people all the time
when they feel they are bigger than them and even when people escape, they are still telling
people what to do in their hearts. Which is what they always realise is happening only after
they have been living in other peoples personal lives for years with their intense peerage based
insolence-reflected all over female Politics as though anybody is going to fight them over
those girls they fuck and send out to attack other peoples health when finished.
No body tells people what to do especially with their life of crime, criminals know the Police
officers get to their place to enforce the law not tell them what to do; typical example is
somebody gets shot 4 times, survives and then goes about killing those who shot him and you
know he is doing it but he is covering his tracks well, what do you do, tell him what to do or
sympathise with him and stop him killing other people? The problem is when they talk
nonsense at me-especially when media fools do those things they do, then I tell them and they
will go mad for it, otherwise we are all not perfect but I have my own job to do like everybody
else-although I would never be caught dead doing the criminal ones.

How would they feel if it was always on them year after year for a decade; so who will be
important, then have his earnings taken away from them? (Started by black people); and its
The Arch Prince. So who will become important and have his earnings taken away from him,
so the far right can have a campaign and have power from the scenario? Yes, it’s the Arch
Prince, whose life will be used to help the far right rewrite history? still the Arch Prince, and
who are doing all these? The businesses. So sometimes I rob it in, sometimes I don’t.

Yes they claim all these things are happening because they want to trap me somewhere and
have sex with me; but as I mentioned before years ago, attacking peoples earnings would be a
serious crime in the international community because Human rights extends to the fact you
cannot humiliate people, but they have been buying products which content must humiliate an
Arch Prince before it is pleasing enough for them to buy and have been humiliating an Arch
Prince to get rich, which he has been putting on record for them from day one, so the rules are
all broken and these days the far right has every right and reason to act exactly as they please
and so do I. Hence my question: do they suppose the far right do what they do as a matter of
envy over what other peoples lives have become or as a just cause?

I am not a trouble maker I just want to earn from my job since the last time I was the Christian
that could be persecuted to give up my faith and hence could be made to give up other things
and anything thereafter. Just trying to earn from my own job not do two where one is for free
and the other I am allowed to earn from because idiots did tell me whom I am allowed to get a
job from and who I am not with a big mouth I never heard talking anyway; as I said, they have
nothing to do with my life.
Once I earn from my job all will be well and as long as I don’t, I will rip these people apart.
You can never take risks these days obviously; give up all you have to your friends because
you have enough to get another and no matter how hard you try to keep it secrete, it will get
out there and you will become the person that does wealth and glory for everybody. Like
democracy; fuck them. After those years to getting on public television to tell me to bring my
life so they can use it to be somewhere, they are not getting their due obviously. Get rid of the

tyrant and we get rid of you evil idiots. The idea of evils that can make people rich and make
people poor in this country is entirely superficial: I don’t want people spending money on
them when they bully me to create shrines that can make people rich and make people poor
and a Politician will do it for absolutely no reason and when I tell him to leave me alone and
stop it, he becomes something else until I act and he talks nonsense. I am not giving it back, I
am not relinquishing any power and they need to get off my income or I will rip them to shreds
on it.

Naturally they complain about how viciously I beat people but then again it is better than
becoming homosexual as it were; it is a matter of cost. Much the same with those stupid
women who like to tell me what to do; their jobs was about gathering the latest on me for the
Monarchy not pulverising my finances and then diplomatic work and setting me up as a poppet
great servant for the Gods of problems all over the under developed world and the international
community, it would not be the first occasion with them anyway, as they had made my life hell
sometime in the last 4 years for a period of 3 years trying to ensure they will be the ones doing
my Job for her Majesty’s successor who will be a man.
--------------------------------

